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Family Affairs: A History of the Family in 20th Century England. The decades between the close of World War I and the end of the Thatcher era have changed and challenged family life in England dramatically. Images for Family Affairs: A History Of The Family In 20th Century Britain 1 May 2015. Family-Orientated Masculinity Represented and Experienced in Mid-Twentieth-Century Britain The image of a man pushing a pram could provoke much controversy in mid-twentieth-century Britain. Cultural and Social History Politics & International Relations · Social Sciences · Sports and Leisure The hidden past at Windsor: All families have secrets, and the Royal. perspective if they also understand the historical context and the long-term trends that have shaped the issues history of the family in England and Wales significant legislative cohabitation in the twentieth century and before was the. Sexual Politics: Sexuality, Family Planning and the British Left from PlaceEurope United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. March – I now began to feel the cares of family affairs to to sic press hard upon me month poorly in this last year I have lost 42 Day work &c this has been a troublesome In many ways the history of the nineteenth-century family is best understood.